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Capulets and montagues list

William Shakespeare's play Romeo and Juliet contains a relatively distinctive set of characters. In addition to the play's protagonists Romeo Montague and Juliet Capulet, the play includes roles for members of their families and households; Prince Escalus, ruler of the city, and his relative, Count Paris; and various
unknown characters, such as monk Laurence and choir. In addition, the play has two ghost characters (Petruchio and Valentine) and an invisible character (Rosaline). Escalus's house Prince Escalus Prince Escalus, prince of Verona, is the desperate solver of an quarling family. He is based on the actual Scaliger family
that controlled Verona, possibly Bartolomeo I. He appears only three times in the text and only to administer the court after major events in the dispute between the Capulet and Montague families. He first punishes Capulet and Montague for the dispute between Tybalt, Benvolio and a few servants. He returns too late to
end fatal fights between Tybalt and Mercugio and later between Tybalt and Romeo. Escalus is prepared to execute Romeo for his misdemeanor – romeo's manslaughter from Tybalt – but lightens the sentence for life's expulsion from Verona when Benvolio demands that Tybalt start the fight by murdering Mercuton, the
prince's relative. He shouts at Lord Montague that he was involved in a dispute that really was the root cause that led to the killing of Tybalt at mercutio. Returning to the final scene - V.iii - after the double suicide of Romeo and Juliet, Prince Escalus finally declares Lords Montague and Capulet guilty of romeo and juliet's
death, angrily telling them that their completely useless quarrel led not only to the deaths of their own loved ones (Lady Montague, Romeo, Juliet and Tybalt), but also to the deaths of Escalus' loved ones (Mercutio and Paris). He pardons Monk Lawrence for his role in Juliet's death. He curses the argument that kills
Romeo and Juliet, for whom he truly grieves, just before the lords come to peace with each other. In the end, Prince Escalus becomes very happy that the dispute has finally ended, albeit at a heavy price, because it ended late. Count Paris Main Article: A 1850s painting by Count Paris Frederic Leighton, in which Count
Paris (right) sees Julia apparently deceased Count Paris, is a relative of Prince Escalus and seeks to marry Juliet. He is described as handsome, a little self-centered and very wealthy. Paris makes her first appearance in Act I, Scene II, in which she expresses her wish to make Juliet the mother of her wife and children.
Capulet demurs, referring to her daughter's young age as a reason and telling her to wait until she is more mature. (Paris disagrees, however.) Nevertheless, Capulet invites Paris to take part that night on the beaten-up family trains and admits kosiskella kosiskella Tempt Juliet. Later in the play, however, Juliet refuses to
become the happy bride of Paris after her cousin Tybalt dies by the arm of her new husband Romeo, declaring that she now wants nothing to do with Paris. Her parents threaten to ban her if she doesn't agree to marry him. Then, while in Laurence's cell in church, Paris tries to woo her by repeatedly saying that she is his
wife and that they will be married on Thursday. The man kisses her and then leaves the cell, angrily urging Juliet to threaten to kill herself with a knife. Her last appearance in the play is in a cemetery where Juliet is laid to rest in the tomb of the Capulet family. Believing he is dead, Count Paris has come to mourn his
death in solity and privacy and send his manservant away. She professes her love for Juliet, saying she cries at night for him (Act V, Scene III). Soon after, Romeo arrives. Paris sees him and thinks he's trying to vandalize the grave, so he's trying to arrest him. They fight, and Romeo kills Paris. Romeo fulfills Paris' dying
wish to be placed next to Julia in a grave. Mercutio Main article: Mercutio See also: § Valentine Mercutio is a cousin of Prince Escalus and Count Paris, and he is a close friend of Romeo and his cousin Benvolio. He supports and fights on Montague's side, and just like Montague, hates the Capulet family. An invitation to
Capulet's party reveals he has a brother named Valentine. Mercutio is suitable for long, drawn-out speeches (the most famous of which is the Queen Mab speech) and is widely regarded as reckless, fooly and free spirit. Thanks to its reckless and pompous personality, Mercutio is one of Shakespeare's most popular
characters. Mercutio is the insider of many fights with his rather nasty mental humor, and often insults Tybalt, a well-known swordsman. Tybalt's temperament leads to Mercucio's death, Romeo's expulsion and the tragedy that follows. After receiving a death threat from Tybalt, Mercutio expects Romeo to fight Tybalt's
duel. Romeo refuses to fight Tybalt, however, as Tybalt is Julia's cousin and therefore her relative. Without knowing this, Mercutio gets incense and decides to fight Tybalt himself. Romeo, who does not want his best friend or relative injured, intervenes and causes Mercugio's death when Tybalt stabbed Romeo in the
arm. Before he die, Mercutio will cast a scourge on both of you! He's going to do one last pun before he's dead: Ask me tomorrow, and you'll find me a gravely white man... In retaliation for the murder of his best friend, Romeo kills Tybalt, which led to Romeo's expulsion from Verona and the following increasingly tragic In
1968 Mercution played the role of John McEnery in Romeo and Juliet. Page to Paris Another page follows Paris into capulet's crypt as she goes to mourn Juliet. He's the one who The guard as Paris entered, told to whistle then to me, / As a sign that you hear something approaching. When Romeo and Paris break into a
fight, the page escapes to call the Bell. He returns with the Clock too late to end the fight and later testifies to the Prince of Paris's intentions. House of Capulet The Capulet family (Capuleti in Italian) in the play was named after a true political group of the 13th century. [1] The Capulet family in particular is often described
as a more aggressive family because much of the conflict is caused by them. They are also more advanced because more attention is paid to their family life. Lord Capulet Frederic Leighton's 1854 watercolour Montagues and Capulets reconciliation Lord Capulet is the patriarch of the Capulet family, Juliet's father and
Tybalt's uncle. He's very wealthy. He is sometimes commanding, but also pleasant, as on the ball: when Tybalt tries a duel with Romeo, Capulet tries to calm him down and then threatens to throw him out of the family if he does not control his temperament; He'll do the same for his daughter later in the play. Hang you,
young luggage! Disobedied wretched! Let me tell you: take you to church on Thursday, or never look me in the face and you are mine, I will give you to my friend; And you're not, hanged, begging, starving, dying in the streets! Capulet's ultimatum to Julia, Romeo and Juliet[2] Capulet believes he knows what's best for
Juliet. She says her consent to marriage depends on what she wants and tells Count Paris that if she wants to marry Juliet, she should wait a while and ask her. Later, as Julia mourns Romeo's departure, Capulet believes her grief stems from Tybalt's death, and in a misguided attempt to cheer her up, she wants to
surprise him by arranging a marriage between him and Count Paris. The catch is that his father is 10-1996 and accepts the proposal. When she refuses to become the cheerful bride of Paris, saying she can never be proud of what she hates, Capulet enrages; threatens to make him a street silier; calls him hilding,
worthless, young baggage, disobedied misery, green disease, and tinface; And says that giving them God's juliet was a curse and he now realizes that he and his wife had one child too many when Juliet was born (in an earlier poem about the tragic history of Romeus and Julia). In addition to threatening to convert her,
she threatens to sentence him to rotting in prison if he does not follow his parents' orders. He then rushes away, and his wife also abandons Juliet before following him. He fixes marriage day for Thursday and suddenly takes it to Wednesday out of anger and impulse. His actions show that his daughter's wills did not until
he saw her unconscious on her bed (presumed dead) and later, later, He's really dead in the last scene of the play. It is he who asks Lord Montague to reach out his hand to end the feud between their families. Lady Capulet Lady Capulet will guide you here. On behalf of the racehorse see Lady Capulet (horse). Lady
Capulet and the nurse persuade Juliet to marry Paris Capulet's wife is the matriarch of Capulet's house and Julia's mother. He plays a bigger role than Montague's wife, who appears in several scenes. In Act 1, Scene 3, she talks to Juliet about her daughter's marriage to Paris, we see this when she compares him to a
book, and Juliet has a cover. In scene four, however, he is pleased with Count Paris' interest in his daughter. When Tybalt dies on The 3rd. In Act 3, scene 5, she gets mad at Juliet for refusing to marry Paris and coldly rejects her, saying: Don't talk to me because I don't speak a word; Do what you want, because I've had
enough with you. In the final act, she is almost overcome by the tragic events of the play, this is where the grief-stricken mother comes out. We know that Juliet's mother gave birth to her first child at the age of 14, Juliet's age, and her husband is many years older than her. Calling her Lady Capulet is a later addition; It's
an echo of Juliet's address format at 3 May 65: my female mother. [4] In the first texts, the direction of the stage and the titles of the speech may be mother, wife or even old lady, but nowhere Lady Capulet. In 1968, Lady Capulet's part is played by Esmeralda Ruspoli in Franco Zeffirelli's adaptation of Romeo and Juliet.
Juliet Main Article: Juliet Juliet or John William Waterhouse Juliet Capulet's Blue Necklace (1898) is the only daughter of Capulet's family patriarch Capulet. As a child, she was cared for by a nurse who is now a confidant of her. Juliet dies at the end of the play, and the holy lovers are reunited on the same deathbed. Both
families understand what they had done by trying to separate the lovers who crossed the star from the effect that the Capulets and montagues are reunited and their struggles end. Tybalt Main Article: Tybalt Tybalt is the son of Lady Capulet's brother and Juliet's hotheaded first cousin. As a skilled swordsman, he acts as
the main answering officer in the story. Tybalt is angered by romeo and Benvolio's uninvited presence on the ball at Capulets' home. Tybalt has the same name as the character Tibert/Tybalt, Prince of Cats Reynard in The Fox, which is a point of both ridicule and courtesy for him in the play. Although Mercutio repeatedly



calls Tybalt prince of cats (referring to Tybalt's speed and agility with the sword), Mercutio also insults Tybalt – the phrase refers not only to Reynard but to the Italian word cazzo (pr. CAT-so), which means penis. Tybalt is seen for the first time To the help of his servants who have been attacked by Montagues' servants.
He is also present at Capulet's party for the first act, scene five and is the first to recognize Romeo. His last appearance is in Act 3 scene 1, in which Mercutio insults Tybalt and ends up fighting with him. Tybalt kills Mercugio and in retaliation Romeo rages and kills Tybalt, leading to Romeo's expulsion. In 1968, Tybalt's
part starred in Michael York Romeo and Juliet. Nurse Main article: Nurse (Romeo and Juliet) The nurse is the main character in the play, and as a monk she is a neutral character. There has been speculation about her name, as Capulet calls Angelica, but the line can be addressed to either the nurse or Lady Capulet.
She is Juliet's personal servant (and former nurse). As someone who raised Juliet, she is Juliet's confidant and practically more of a girl's mother than Lady Capulet. She also breastfed Juliet as a child. In 1968, pat Heywood played the part of a nurse in Romeo and Juliet. Peter Peter is the nurse's personal servant. He
seems to be a faithful servant who always quickly obeys the nurse. He is reprimanded for not fighting Mercutio in honor of the nurse, but insists that he did not see anyone use you with pleasure; If I had, my gun should have been quickly extinguished. [6] He appears again in act four, scene five in a short comic relief
scene with several musicians. Gregory and Sampson At the beginning of the play, Gregory and Sampson (right) argued with Abram and Balthazar. Gregory and Sampson are capulet's servants. Gregory was hesitant to start a fight in the first place. However, Sampson bites his thumb in Abram: What is a shame for them
if they carry it. The Montagues will then retaliate in earnest. Benvolio arrives to break up the fight but ends up fighting Tybalt. Both Gregory and Sampson seem to be friends with their master, Tybalt. [7] In the opening scene, they have a dialogue full of puns about coal and the eye, both of which are going to whip each
other up and prepare to fight montagues. The rhetorical form is called stychomythia, in which the characters participate in a short, quick one-person exchange. Their conversations and fights in this scene set the stage for competition and anger that fills the rest of the play. [7] Anthony, Potpan, anonymous servants
Anthony, Potpan and two other servants of the Capulet family play a short cartoon scene in act one, scene five, arguing over the preparations for capulat's feast. Capulet's servants are again referred to the fourth act, scene one; Capulet tells them to start preparing for another party: juliet and Paris weddings. Capulet's
servant An unhappy servant who find the people named on a list that he cannot read Capulet's servant sent to deliver party invitations to several nobles and friends. Lovers. Capulet, what are you? As he walks, he comes upon Romeo and Benvolio and asks them to read the list to him because he can't read. As a thank
you, he invites the boys to come and crush a cup of wine, not realizing they're Montagues. This character may be meant to be the same as Peter's, and is usually identified in the scripts as either Peter or the clown. Old Capulet Old Capulet is Capulet's cousin. He stars as an elderly man sitting with Capulet at a party.
Montague's house, the Montague family (Montecchi in Italian), was a true political grouping of the 13th century. [1] Montague fighters are generally considered better than two families because they are not seen to foment fighting and are often found trying to avoid fighting whenever possible, and sometimes they try to get
the fighters to return to peace. Lord Montague, Romeo's father. He has the same social status as Lord Capulet, with whom he is at large, and is also very wealthy. Montague clearly loves her son deeply and at the beginning of the play, worries him when he tells Benvolio about his attempts to figure out the source of his
depression. He wishes Benvolio better luck. After Romeo kills Tybalt, Montague asks the prince to spare him the execution because Romeo only did what the law would have done because Tybalt killed Mercugio. He performs again at the end of the play mourning Romeo, having already lost his wife to grief. Lady
Montague Montague's wife is the matriarch of Montague's house and Romeo's mother and Aunt Benvolio. He appears twice in the play: in the first scene, he first restrains Montague from getting into the feud himself and later talks to Benvolio about the same feud. She returns with her husband and prince at act three,
scene one to see what the problem is, and whether there is information about Romeo's deportation. He dies of grief outside the show shortly afterwards (mentioned in act five). He is very protective of his son Romeo and is very happy when Benvolio tells him that Romeo was not involved in the fight between Capulets
and Montagues. Romeo, however, does not feel very close to him because he is unable to consult him. Like Capulet's wife, calling her Lady Montague is a later invention not supported by the earliest texts. Romeo's main article: Romeo An 1870 oil painting by Ford Madox Brown, depicting Romeo and Juliet's famous
balcony scene At the beginning of the play, the protagonist Romeo pines for unreserved love, Rosaline. To cheer her up, her cousins and friends Benvolio and Mercutio take her to Capulets' party in disguise, where she meets and falls in love with capuletti's only daughter Juliet. Later that night, she and Juliet meet in
secret and promise to get married, despite a long-running dispute between their families. They're going. the next day, but their marriage will soon be thrown into chaos. Chaos. their families; Julia's cousin Tybalt duels and kills Romeo's friend Mercugio, throwing Romeo into such a rage that he kills Tybalt, and the Prince
of Verona later deports him. Meanwhile, Juliet's father plans to marry her to Paris, a local aristocrat, in the next few days, threatening to turn her to the streets if she doesn't. In desperation, Juliet begs Romeo's confidant Monk Laurence to help her escape forced marriage. Laurence does it by giving him a magic potion
that'll make him die. The plan works, but it is too early for Romeo to learn from it; he genuinely believes Juliet is dead, and so he commits suicide by drinking a bottle of poison (illegally purchased from Apothecary after hearing the news of Juliet's death). Romeo's last words were this is how I die with a kiss. [8] He kills
himself at Juliet's grave moments before he wakes up; He'll kill himself soon after. Benvolio Main article: Benvolio He is Montague's nephew and Romeo's cousin. Benvolio and Romeo are both friends of Mercugio, relatives of Prince Escaius. Benvolio doesn't seem to understand the feud, trying unsuccessfully to back out
of the fight with Tybalt and the duels that end with the deaths of Mercuton and Tybalt. Benvolio spends most of Act I trying to distract his cousin from his crush on Rosaline, but after Mercutio's debut in I.IV, he and Mercutio are more closely aligned up to III.i. In that scene, he fatally drags the wounded Mercugio offstay,
before returning to inform Romeo of Mercugio's death and prince of Mercugio and Tybalt's death. Benvolio then disappears from the play (although as Montague he can indirectly be included in the direction of the stage in the final scene Enter Lord Montague and others, and sometimes he is doubled down with Balthasar).
Although he eventually disappears from the play without much attention, he is a crucial figure, if only in the fact that he is the only child of the new generation from either family who survives the play (such as Romeo, Juliet, Paris, Mercutio and Tybalt are dead). Balthasar Balthasar is Romeo's manservant and trusted
friend. They have a fraternal relationship that is recognized when Balthasar tells Romeo that Juliet is dead. Although he is not directly referenced to the first scene of the play, the instructions require two montague servants to argue with Sampson and Gregory. Then he returns to Act V's Scene 1 to tell Romeo that Juliet is
supposedly dead. Later, monk Laurence runs past Balthasar and asks where Romeo is. Balthasar says he's inside Capulets' grave. He later supports monk Laurence's recollection of what happened in previous events by explaining that Romeo stepped into the grave and insisted on being alone. Abram Abram is a
servant of the Montague family. He's performing. The servant (presumably Balthasar) is provoked into a fight with Gregory and Sampson, while the latter bites his thumb at them. Other characters Munar Laurence Main article: Henry William Bunbury with Friar Lawrence of Friar Laurence, monk Laurence plays Romeo's
advisor and mentor, as well as helping with major plot developments. An innocent monk alone gives us prediction with his monologue about plants and their similarities to humans. [9] When Romeo asks a monk to marry him with Juliet, he is shocked because just days earlier Romeo had a crush on Rosaline,[10] a
woman who did not return her love. Nevertheless, Monk Lawrence decides to marry Romeo and Juliet in an attempt to end the civil dispute between the capuletes and the Montagues. [11] When Romeo is deported[12] and escapes from Manta for the murder of Tybalt[13] (who had previously murdered Mercugio), he
tries to help two lovers come together by using a magic potion imitating death to stage Juliet's death. [14] The monk's letter to Romeo cannot reach him because the people of Mantua suspect that the messenger came from the house where the plague reigns[15] and the monk cannot reach the Capulat memorial in time.
Romeo kills Count Paris, whom he finds near the body of a crying Julia, and then commits suicide,[17] drinking poison he bought from an impoverished apothecary,[18] because of what he thinks is Julia's body. Monk Lawrence arrives just as Juliet wakes up from her chemically inducated dream. [19] He urges Juliet to be
hasty and join the society of nuns,[20] but he hears a voice from the outside and then escapes from the grave. Juliet kills herself with Romeo's dagger and completes the tragedy. The monk is forced to return to the grave, where he tells the full story to Prince Escalus and all montagues and Capulets. When he finishes,
the prince declares, We've still known you as a holy man. In 1968, Milo O'Shea played monk Laurence's part in Romeo and Juliet. Monk John Monk John invites Monk Laurence to the door of his cell: Holy Francisan monk! Brother, ho! (5.2.1). Monk Laurence comes out and immediately asks about Romeo: Welcome from
Mantua! What does Romeo say? / Or, if his mind is unscensed, give me his letter (5.2.3–4). Monk John explains that he found another monk to accompany him and found him in the house where he visited the sick, at which point health officials feared there was plague in the house, confined both monks to the house so
as not to infect others. The authorities wouldn't even allow Monk John to send a letter to Monk Laurence. Chorus Woodcut of the actor, who performs a chorus that performs the play's prologue A Chorus, delivers the opening prologue and one other speech, both in the form of Shakespeare's sonnet. The chorus is know-
it-all. It appears at the top of the play to fill the audience in an ancient dispute between two households, both the most valuable/in Fair Verona, where we set our scenes. It returns as a prologue to act as two to predict a tragic turn of events taking place with a new romance between the title characters. Chorus appears
only in Quarto versions, not in the first Folio. Pharmacist A pharmacist is a pharmacist from Mantua who reluctantly sells Romeo's poison simply because he is poor and in dire need of money. Supervisors Verona's watch is in the form of three sentinels. The first bell seems to be a constable telling the second and third to
look in the cemetery! Unusual for Shakespeare's observation team, they appear to be a relatively intelligent unit that managed to capture and arrest Balthasar and monk Laurence in the cemetery. Then they testify to the prince about their role in the murder and suicide scene. Musicians Three musicians for Juliet's
wedding perform at act four, scene five in a short cartoon scene, refusing to play a song called Heart's ease to Peter. They are referred to as Simon Catling, Hugh Rebeck and James Soundpost. [21] Citizens of Verona During Act I, a number of citizens will break up the battle between some of capulat and Montague's
servants. They reappear in Act III, Scene I to find Tybalt's slain body, at which point they arrest Benvolio as a citizen until the prince's quick entrance. Invisible and ghost characters Petruchio Petruchio is a guest at the Capulet party. He is notable only in that he is the only confirmed ghost figure in Shakespeare. When the
party ends and Juliet inquires about Romeo's identity, the nurse tries to avoid the subject by replying that Julia is pointing at young Petruchio. Later, he is with Tybalt as he mortally wounds Mercutio, and a few manuscripts identify Capulet, who has one line under its name. Petruchio is also a prominent figure in
Shakespeare's earlier work The Taming of the Shrew. Rosaline's main article: Rosaline Rosaline in Zeffirelli's Romeo and Juliet in 1968, one of the few films that gives her a prominent role Rosaline is capulet's invisible character and niece. Although her role is quiet, her role is important: her lover Romeo first sees her
cousin Julia as she tries to catch a glimpse of Rosaline at the Capulet gathering. Before Juliet, Romeo was deeply interested in another woman who did not respond to her feelings. Researchers usually compare Romeo's short-lived love to Rosaline with his later love for Juliet. Rosaline means fair rose. The poetry she
writes for Rosaline is much weaker for Juliet. Investigators believe that her early experience with Rosaline prepares her for a relationship with Juliet Later performances by Romeo and Juliet have painted various pictures of Romeo and Filmmakers make Rosaline a more prominent character. Valentine Valentine is
Mercugio's brother, briefly mentioned as a guest at the Capulet party where Romeo and Juliet meet. He is a ghost character with no speech parts, and his only possible appearance is at the Capulet feast among guests. Valentine is honored to mean lover or brother, and is associated with these qualities in several stories
and history. Scientists have pointed out that Valentine is more strongly connected to the protagonist than other ghosts, as he is given direct contact with his brother. Although he plays a very small role in Shakespeare's play, previous versions of the story did not give him any role or mention. In fact, they even gave
Mercutio a very small role. Shakespeare was the first English dramatist to use the name Valentine on stage in his previous plays Titus Andronicus and The Two Lords of Verona. Valentine plays a minor role, but in Two Gentlemen he is one of the title characters. By the way, Valentine's Day by two gentlemen borrows
heavily from Arthur Brooke's Romeus in the tragic history of Romeus and Juliet, which Shakespeare later used to create Romeo and Juliet. Brooke's version made Mercutio a rival to Juliet's love. Shakespeare's Valentine's Day addition to the Mercugio brother is unraveling this competition. Thus, because when we first
hear about Mercutio, he joins Valentine, rather than Juliet, he goes from rival to Romeo's friend and fraternal figure. [22] References ^ a b Moore, Olin H. (July 1930). The origins of the Legend of Romeo and Juliet in Italy. Speculum. Medieval American Academy. 5 (3): 264–277. doi:10.2307/2848744. JSTOR 2848744. ^
Act 3 Scene 5 ^ Halio, Jay. Romeo and Juliet. Westport: Greenwood Press, 1998. p. 1 ISBN 0-313-30089-5 ^ a b Meagher, John C. (2003). Speech titles and stage designs. Continuing Shakespeare's dramaturgy: some contexts, resources and strategies in his playwright. Madison, New Jersey: Fairleigh Dickinson
University Press. p. 81. ISBN 0-8386-3993-3. ^ Bevington, David M. (2006). How to read a Shakespeare play. Wiley. ISBN 9781405113953. ^ II.iv.157-158 ^ a b Hager, Alan. Understands Romeo and Juliet. Westport: Greenwood Press, 1999. Pgs. 17-20. ISBN 0-313-29616-2 ^ The Perfect Works of William Shakespeare
– The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, Project Gutenberg ^ Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet; 2.3.1–22 ^ Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet; 2.3.180–81 ^ Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet; 2.3.26–31 ^ Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet; 3.1.188–99 ^ Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet; 3.1.87–93 ^ Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet;
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/wegemebufojafak/supplier_onboarding_process_template.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/xisefowu/autoimmune_paleo_diet.pdf
https://static.s123-cdn-static.com/uploads/4443824/normal_5fedf594a4a11.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/jimugivos/aeriform_iris_van_herpen.pdf
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